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Abstract  A multinational PBL type discussion among US, Korean and Japanese students took place in the type of 
Metaverse known as Second Life.   The students (who were divided into three groups) had two discussion sessions.  One 
took place without any translation system, and the other with it. A language grid was introduced and used as the 
translation system.  For each session, the groups were assigned a particular topic to discuss. The three topics (which 
relate to our daily lives) include Songs, Sports and Movies. Each group was composed of a US, Korean and Japanese 
student, respectively.  The students carried out discussions by chatting, which was recorded. Their conversations were 
later analyzed.  The effectiveness of the language grid system was discussed for the PBL in Metaverse in regards to its 
use in the future.   
1 line 
Index Terms  Problem Based Learning, Metaverse, Second Life, Language Grid, Multilanguage discussion, e-
learning  
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The importance of Problem Based Learning is increasing for engineering education[1]-[4]. It can enhance problem solving 
skills for teams of students as well as promote positive learning attitudes.  Originally engineers worked together with 
colleagues to achieve common goals. Now, particularly for engineers in the 21st century, this is essential because of the 
very rapid and open innovation activities taking place. This type of collaboration will be required on a global scale in the 
future.  The engineering teachers, who have to educate the engineers of the future, need to prepare many educational 
tools for the youngsters so they can become productive, competitive, and successful engineers.  Therefore, the authors 
focused on PBL using e-learning[5]-[10], since the educational tool could overcome the geographical disadvantage. This 
method allows students to learn at anytime and anywhere. Researchers in Japan and the US have already successfully 
carried out a PBL project for e-learning in Metaverse. In this new educational experiment (carried out in Metaverse) the 
PBL among students from different countries was planned to enhance international collaboration skills.  The greatest 
barrier for this project was the language variable, since the PBL activity required mutual communication between 
students from different countries.  Therefore, a language grid system was used for the Metaverse learning environment. 
In this study, the multilingual discussion with the language grid system[11] was planned and carried out, so that the results 
would be the effective preparation materials for full-scale multinational PBL in the future.   
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EXPERIMENTAL 
 
Participants and discussion topic 
 

Students as subjects were chosen from a high school (Edwards-Knox Central School) close to Clarkson University 
in the US, Yonsei University in Korea and Nagaoka University of Technology in Japan. Participants (nine students) 
included three members from each educational organization. Also three teachers (one from each country) served as 
moderators for this PBL project. To start, three groups were formed. Each one included a student from Japan, the US, and 
Korea.  The groups met twice at fixed dates and times in a virtual island of Metaverse owned by Nagaoka University of 
Technology. Each group met in a separate building and discussed a special topic assigned to them in advance by the 
teachers. One group talked about sports. Another communicated about music and the third group discussed movies.  
Usually, problems leading to the core of classes would be proposed for students.  However, this project was just a 
prelimary one for PBL classes in the future.  In this investigation, a special language grid system was introduced into 
Second Life so that the participants could have fluent discussions (in their own language) with each other about some 
topics. The researchers investigated the effect of the language grid on the discussions and its usefulness for PBL in the 
future. The students discussed general topics, so that advanced knowledge in various disciplines was not necessary.  The 
discussions in the first session were carried out in English, while the students spoke in their own languages (English, 
Japanese, and Korean) for the second one. Tables 1 and 2 show how the students were placed in groups and what they 
talked about.  The topics were changed (for each group) for the two sessions, so that the students would have a fresh 
impression about their topics.   

 
Table1 Discussion groups and the consitutions for the first session 

Discussion group   
 Group1 (songs) Group2(movies) Group3(sports) 
Japan 
team 

J1 J2 J3 

US team U1 U2 U3 

Korea 
team 

K1 K2 K3 

 
Table 2 Discussion groups and the constitutions for the second session 

Discussion group    

 Group1 (sports) Group2(song) Group3(movies) 

Japan team J1 J2 J3 

US team U1 U2 U3 

Korea team K1 K2 K3 
 

For the first meeting, the students had discussions in English. Their conversations were not translated into other 
languages. However, for the second meeting the students communicated in their own languages. This time every 
conversation was translated into the other two languages simultaneously. For example, a student speaking Japanese 
would have his /her words simultaneously translated into English and Korean.  After the two sessions, all students’ 
conversations were analyzed. They were investigated from various viewpoints to determine the effectiveness of this 
educational system for global engineering education. 
 
PBL Environments and Its Procedure 

 
Problem Based Learning (PBL) is a class where students try to solve the ill-

structured problems proposed by teachers.  These are problems (relating to daily life), 
for which both students and even their teachers don’t know the answers. The PBL 
class generally nurtures students’ self-motivated learning attitudes and team solving 
skills.  Particularly, it can enhance critical thinking skills which are indispensable for 
creativity.  In this investigation, the virtual classroom had to be built in Second Life, 
a type of Metaverse.  Nagaoka University of Technology (NUT), to which some of 
the authors belong, owns a virtual island in Second Life and has built different kinds  

Fig.1  Virtual class room on 
Second Life 
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of classrooms there where some e-learning classes are already available.  For this project, three new classrooms were 
built.  The virtual building in Second Life is 
generally made by a programming language 
called Linden Script.  Fig.1 shows the 
appearance of the virtual classroom.  Those 
classrooms have quite the same inside 
structures as shown in Fig.2.  All of the 
discussions were carried out  by chatting based 
on characters.  The discussion was recorded 
by the object written by Linden Script which 
was located in an upper part of the classroom.  
The collected chatting documents were 
transferred to a Web server by HTTP protocol 
to be saved as CSV files, which could be read 
by browsers later.   
All of the participants (composed of three 
teachers, 9 students and others) got together in 
the yard of NUT virtual island at 9:30AM, 

January 28 (Thursday), Asian time (7:30PM, January 27, Wednesday, US Eastern Time) for their first session.  The same 
members gathered together in the yard of the NUT virtual island again at  9:30AM, February 11 (Thursday), Asian time 
(7:30PM, February 10, Wednesday, US Eastern Time).  After the confirmation for participants and the opening message 
by teachers, they entered their classrooms to carry out their topic discussions as shown in Tables 1 and 2, respectively.  
Once entering the building, the students sat in chairs around a table. Then they sat down around the virtual tables and 
began the discussions about the specific topic that was assigned to them (each team had a specific topic). The discussion 
topics were assigned as follows.   
Songs classroom:  What is the most popular song in your country? 
Movies classroom:  What is the most popular movie in your country? 
Sports classroom: What is the most popular sport in your country? 
After the one hour discussion, both sessions were closed and later the recorded chatting documents were analyzed and 
discussed.   
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

The discussion began with greeting each other in every classroom for the first session.  An example of the 
conversation is provided below:  

----------- An example of the chatting for the first session -------------- 
A: a US student, B: a Korean student, C: a Japanese student 
Classroom: Songs 
A: My name is XXX and I am from the United States of America. 
C: I am XXX from Japan. 
B: oh I see 
B: what do we discuss? 
A: Currently in the United States the most popular song is Bad Romance by Lady GAGA. 
B: oh, I know that song. 
A: What is the most popular song in your countries? 
B: I enjoy that song these days. 
C: O 

------------------------------- end--------------------------------------- 
Fig.3 shows the conversation flows for the group 1 at the first session.  The number in the figure corresponds to the 

conversation one.  Since the discussion was carrid out in English competely, the Japanese student (J1) seldom made his 
speeches during the discussion.  Most of those conversations were exchanged between the Korean student (K1) and the 
US (U1).   

On the other hand, the discussion in Fig.4 belonged to the group2 for the first session.  The topic was “movie”.  
Also for this topic, the center of the conversation was centered around the US student, as shown in the figure.  And it 
shows the discussion was not so active in the case.   

Fig.5 shows the discussion flow for the group 3 when they discussed the topic about “sports”.  The same tendency 
could be seen also in this case and the center of  the discussion was with the US students.  
          All of these results show a certain tendency.  Even though they might depend on the contents of the topic and the 
particpants’ concern to some extent, the discussion only in English was a barrier for a smooth discussion in general.  The 

Fig. 2 the appearance of the inside building. 
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reason should be attributed partly to the language problem and partly to the culture differences.  In any case, the problem 
is essential and critical for effective discussions in multinational projects such as PBL.   
   
K1 ●232 ●235 ●237 ●244 ●250 ●253 ●255 ●263 ●266

U1 ▲234 ▲241 ▲251 ▲254

J1 ■233 ■243 ■259 ■261 268

K1 ●266 ●269 ●271 ●273 ●276 ●290 ●295 ●298 ●301 ●303

U1 254 ▲268 ▲280 ▲285 ▲293 ▲297 ▲302

J1 ■270 ■275 ■288

K1 ●303 ●305 ●307 ●309 ●312 ●313 ●316 ●317 ●324 ●327 ●328 ●329 333

U1 ▲306 ▲311 ▲319 ▲322 ▲323 ▲330

J1 ■321 332

K1 ●329 ●336 ●338 ●344 ●346 ●351 ●352 ●353 ●360

U1 ▲330 ▲333 ▲341 ▲348 ▲350 ▲356 ▲362

J1 ■332 ■358 ■363

K1 ●360 ●366 ●372 ●384 ●385 ●388 ●395

U1 ▲362 ▲364 ▲369 ▲374 ▲379 ▲383 ▲387 ▲397

J1 ■363 ■378 ■393

K1 ●401 ●403 ●405 ●408 ●412 ●414 ●415 ●418 ●420 ●425 ●433 ●434

U1 ▲404 ▲407 ▲417 ▲422 ▲426 ▲428

J1 ■432

K1 ●440 ●441 ●446 ●450 ●456 ●457 ●464 ●469 ●475 ●476 478

U1 ▲437 ▲444 ▲445 ▲454 ▲459 ▲468 ▲477

J1 ■471

K1 ●478 ●485 ●493 ●494 ●495 ●499 ●502 ●504 ●505 ●509 ●510

U1 ▲481 ▲488 ▲498 ▲500 ▲506 ▲508 512

J1 ■480 ■490

K1 ●513 ●514 ●520 ●525 ●527 ●528 ●533 ●536 ●545 ●553

U1 ▲518 ▲519 ▲530 ▲535 ▲546 ▲548

J1 ■523 ■531 555

K1 ●557

U1
J1 ■555 ■558

starting point of conversation conversation flow correction or hash  
 

Fig.3 Conversation flows for group 1 at the first session.  (Discussion on songs without translation). 
 
 

K2 ●242 ●245 ●260 ●267

U2 ▲238 ▲246 ▲252 ▲256 ▲264 ▲281 ▲282

J2 ■230 ■240 ■248 ■249 ■258 ■274 ■277 ■284

K2 ●296 ●310 ●342 ●370

U2 ▲289 ▲292 ▲314 ▲320 ▲331 ▲335 ▲359 ▲365 ▲381

J2 ■284 ■286 ■299 ■325 ■347 ■377

K2 ●386 ●402 ●411 ●462

U2 ▲392 ▲396 ▲413 ▲424 ▲439 ▲442 ▲455

J2 ■430 ■436 ■448 ■452 ■458 ■463 ■466 ■467

K2 ●472 ●511 ●516 ●552

U2 ▲474 ▲492 ▲501 ▲524 ▲532 ▲550

J2 ■467 ■470 ■482 ■529 ■540 ■551

starting point of conversation conversation flow correction or hash  
 
Fig.4  Conversation flows for the group 2 at the first session. (Discussion on movies without translation). 

 
 
K3 ●229 ●262 ●265 ●278 ●283 ●291 ●294 ●304
U3 ▲236 ▲247 ▲257 ▲279 ▲287 ▲300
J3 ■239 ■272

K3 ●318 ●326 ●339 ●343 ●354 ●357
U3 ▲308 ▲334 ▲337 ▲340 ▲345 ▲349 ▲355 ▲361
J3 ■315 ■367

K3 ●368 ●376 ●382 ●389 ●390 ●398
U3 ▲361 ▲371 ▲373 ▲375 ▲380 ▲391 ▲394 ▲399
J3 ■367 ■400

K3 ●416 ●427 ●435 ●451 ●453 ●460
U3 ▲419 ▲421 ▲423 ▲431 ▲438 ▲443 ▲449
J3 ■429 ■447

K3 ●484 ●487 ●489 ●496 ●503 ●517
U3 ▲461 ▲465 ▲486 ▲491 ▲497 ▲507
J3 ■515

●410
K3 ●537 ●541 ●543 ●554 ●556 ●562 ●563 ▲406 ▲409
U3 ▲538 ▲560
J3 542

starting point of conversation nonsense words conversation flow correction or hash  
 

 Fig. 5 Conversation flows for the group 3 at the first session (Discussion on sports without translation). 
 
The second session was carried out by the same groups.  However, the topics were changed, so that the participants 

would not have been accustomed to each topic in advance for the second session.  This time, each chatting statement was 
translated into the other two languages at the same time.  Fig.6 shows how the translation for chatting looked on the 
computer screen.  For the second session, the language grid system was introduced, as already discribed.  Visually, it was 
realized as a language chair.  Students sat down (around a table) on specially prepared language chairs. Concretely 
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speaking, the US students sat on green chairs, Korean students sat on red chairs and the Japanese students sat on yellow 
chairs. In Fig. 6[12], the avatar (the animated figure who does everything in second life.) sat on the green chair and said 

something to himself in English.  Then 
this statement was promptly translated 
into the other two languages.     

The discussion for the second session 
started in the following way for example.   
    -------------------------- An example of 
chatting for the second session -------------
---   
A: a US student, B: a Korean student, C: a 
Japanese student 
Classroom: Sports 
C: こんにちは (Hello. 안녕하십니까) 

A: Hello, How are you? (こんにちは、

どうであるか？ 안녕하십니까, 
어떤가?) 
C: 元気です (건강합니다) 

A: Thats great (それはすばらしい。 
그것은 훌륭하다.) 
B: 안녕하세요.( こんにちは。Hello.) 

A: What sports are popular in your country? (どんなスポーツが国でポピュラーであるか？어떤 스포츠가 
나라에서 일반적인가?) 
C: 野球だと思います。(야구라고 생각합니다.) 
B: 야구가 가장 일반적입니다. (野球が最も一般的です。Baseball is general most.) 

---------------------------------------  end ------------------------------------------------ 
 
The discussion was analyzed in the same way after the session was closed.   
 
K1 ●006 ●009 ●010 ●012 ●018

U1 ▲002 ▲004 ▲005 ▲007 ▲011 ▲014 ▲015 ▲017 ▲019

J1 ■001 ■003 ■008 ■013 ■016

K1 ●020 ●022 ●027 ●029 ●033

U1 ▲019 ▲021 ▲023 ▲025 ▲026 ▲028 ▲030 ▲032 ▲034 ▲036

J1 ■024 ■031 ■035

K1 ●037 ●041 ●044 ●046 ●049 ●051 ●053

U1 ▲038 ▲040 ▲042 ▲045 ▲047 ▲050 ▲052 ▲054

J1 ■039 ■043 ■048

K1 ●055 ●056 ●058 ●060 ●061 ●063 ●067 ●071

U1 ▲054 ▲059 ▲062 ▲064 ▲068 ▲070 ▲072

J1 ■057 ■065 ■066 ■069 73

K1 ●075 ●079 ●081 ●084 ●085 ●086 ●089 ●091

U1 ▲074 ▲076 ▲078 ▲083 ▲088 ▲090

J1 ■073 ■077 ■080 ■082 ■087 92

K1 ●094 ●096 ●098 ●102 ●103 ●105 ●108

U1 ▲093 ▲095 ▲097 ▲099 ▲101 ▲106 ▲109 110

J1 ■092 ■100 ■104 ■107

K1 ●112 ●119 ●122

U1 ▲110 ▲114 ▲117 ▲118

J1 ■115 ■123

starting point of conversation 　conversation flow correction or hash
insufficient translation complex combination of conversation  

 
Fig.7 Conversation flows for the group 1 at the second session (Discussion on sports with translation). 
 
          Fig.7 shows the results for the group 1 at the second session.  When the results were compared to Fig.3, the active 
involvements into the discussion by all group members was obvious.  Particularly, the Japanese member of the group1 
was active during the discussion much more than in the Fig.3.  In the figure, insufficient translation sometimes occurred.  
It could be attributed to the quality and accuracy of the dictionary used for the language grid system.  As shown in Fig.7, 
it occurred particularly between Korean and the US students.  The results of the questionnaire (completed by the students 
after the project ended) show that Korean students preferred the first session to the second one.  It could  be attributed to 
the insufficient quality of Korean-English translation.   

Fig.8 and Fig.9 show the results for the groups 2 and 3 at the second session, respectively.  In the former case, 
students discussed songs and in the second, they discussed movies.  They show that the continuities of discussion were 
obvious and that all participants were involved with the discussion much more than Fig.4 and 5.  And it indicates how 
effectively the language grid system made the participants join the discussion.  Also in those figures, insufficient 

 
Fig. 6 Language grid system in the second life 
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translation occurred particularly between Korean and the US students.  However those negative effects might be found to 
some extent. The discussion became active with the introduction of the language grid system, as shown in Fig.7 to Fig.9.   

 
 

K1 ●006 ●009 ●010 ●012 ●018

U1 ▲002 ▲004 ▲005 ▲007 ▲011 ▲014 ▲015 ▲017 ▲019

J1 ■001 ■003 ■008 ■013 ■016

K1 ●020 ●022 ●027 ●029 ●033

U1 ▲019 ▲021 ▲023 ▲025 ▲026 ▲028 ▲030 ▲032 ▲034 ▲036

J1 ■024 ■031 ■035

K1 ●037 ●041 ●044 ●046 ●049 ●051 ●053

U1 ▲038 ▲040 ▲042 ▲045 ▲047 ▲050 ▲052 ▲054

J1 ■039 ■043 ■048

K1 ●055 ●056 ●058 ●060 ●061 ●063 ●067 ●071

U1 ▲054 ▲059 ▲062 ▲064 ▲068 ▲070 ▲072

J1 ■057 ■065 ■066 ■069 73

K1 ●075 ●079 ●081 ●084 ●085 ●086 ●089 ●091

U1 ▲074 ▲076 ▲078 ▲083 ▲088 ▲090

J1 ■073 ■077 ■080 ■082 ■087 92

K1 ●094 ●096 ●098 ●102 ●103 ●105 ●108

U1 ▲093 ▲095 ▲097 ▲099 ▲101 ▲106 ▲109 110

J1 ■092 ■100 ■104 ■107

K1 ●112 ●119 ●122

U1 ▲110 ▲114 ▲117 ▲118

J1 ■115 ■123

starting point of conversation 　conversation flow correction or hash
insufficient translation complex combination of conversation  

 
Fig.8 Conversation flows for the group 2 at the second session (Discussion about songs with translation). 

 
 
K1 ●006 ●009 ●010 ●012 ●018

U1 ▲002 ▲004 ▲005 ▲007 ▲011 ▲014 ▲015 ▲017 ▲019

J1 ■001 ■003 ■008 ■013 ■016

K1 ●020 ●022 ●027 ●029 ●033

U1 ▲019 ▲021 ▲023 ▲025 ▲026 ▲028 ▲030 ▲032 ▲034 ▲036

J1 ■024 ■031 ■035

K1 ●037 ●041 ●044 ●046 ●049 ●051 ●053

U1 ▲038 ▲040 ▲042 ▲045 ▲047 ▲050 ▲052 ▲054

J1 ■039 ■043 ■048

K1 ●055 ●056 ●058 ●060 ●061 ●063 ●067 ●071

U1 ▲054 ▲059 ▲062 ▲064 ▲068 ▲070 ▲072

J1 ■057 ■065 ■066 ■069 73

K1 ●075 ●079 ●081 ●084 ●085 ●086 ●089 ●091

U1 ▲074 ▲076 ▲078 ▲083 ▲088 ▲090

J1 ■073 ■077 ■080 ■082 ■087 92

K1 ●094 ●096 ●098 ●102 ●103 ●105 ●108

U1 ▲093 ▲095 ▲097 ▲099 ▲101 ▲106 ▲109 110

J1 ■092 ■100 ■104 ■107

K1 ●112 ●119 ●122

U1 ▲110 ▲114 ▲117 ▲118

J1 ■115 ■123

starting point of conversation 　conversation flow correction or hash
insufficient translation complex combination of conversation  

 
Fig.9 Conversation flows for the group 3 at the second session (Discussion about movies with translation). 

 
The questionnaires were given to the participants and their impressions were analyzed.  Those results were written 

in detail for another paper[12].  To summarize them, the US students felt very positive for both sessions.  They could enjoy 
the project and felt them to be very informative.  Korean students tended to prefer the first session to the second session, 
even though there was an exception.  Japanese students became very active with the introduction of the language grid 
system.  They felt satisfied with the discussion at the second session.   
           Those results partly depend on the quality of the dictionary used. As shown in Fig.7 to 9, the qualities differed 
from language to language.  However, it was clearly obvious that the translation function by the language grid system 
made the conversation much more smooth and meaningful.   
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The multinational PBL type discussion among students from three countries (the USA, Korea and Japan) was planned 
and took place in a type of Metaverse, known as Second Life. Its effectiveness was investigated, analyzed and discussed, 
in regards to the language grid system that was introduced for the translation.    As a result, the student discussions with 
the language grid system enhanced the activity for participants and the continuity for conversation appeared succesfully.  
Particularly, the tendency was found remarkably among Japanese students, while it was not so obivous among Korean 
students.  The results might depend partly on the quality of the dictionary used for the language grid system . 
Unfortunately, the translation between Korean and English words did not work well.  However, the overall impression 
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among participants was postiive and the effectivness with the language grid system was confirmed successfully in this 
study. 
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